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Airlines Terminology (set 2)
1. A wall or divider in the cabin of the aircraft A. Checked Baggage

2. Freight the is carried on an aircraft, including passengers, luggage,

packages and mail

B. TSA

3. The movement of an aircraft either proceeding to the runway for take-

off or proceeding to the terminal after landing

C. Downline

4. Individuals responsible for security screening of passengers and cargo at

the airport

D. Scheduled Air Service

5. GPU; a piece of equiptment that provides electrical power to aircraft

parked at the gate

E. Bulkhead

6. This is a system that an airline used to move passengers and cargo

between cities it serves.

F. Cargo

7. A city not served by an airline on a scheduled basis G. Ground Power Unit

8. An extra crew seat on the flight deck of an airplane used by a flight

crew member

H. Stop Over

9. A two letter abbreviation that represents an airline I. Forward

10. The price paid for tranporation of the passenger and their respective

baggage

J. Off-Line Station

11. The front portion of the aircraft K. Through Passenger

12. An aircraft that will remain overnight at a particular gate for scheduled

departure the next morning

L. Jump Seat

13. Baggage that is given to an airline for transportation to the passenger's

destination

M. First Available

14. Descroption of the cities or stops of a flight route as they appear in

chronological order from the point of origin

N. RON

15. The closest accomodation that can be confirmed when a passenger's

first choice is unavailable

O. Hub and Spoke

16. A passenger that is continuing their trip through an intermediate stop

to their final destination

P. Carrier Code
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17. Any airline company that is listed in the Official Airline Guide, and has

an assigned two letter operation code

Q. Taxi

18. A deliberate interruption of a journey, by a passenger, agreed to in

advance by the carrier, to a point between the place of origin and

destination

R. Fare


